Rokeby Remote working for students
Week 9

Subject ART

Work for the equivalent teaching time in a week eg 4 hours for each of English,
maths and science

Details of work to be completed
Learning platform eg Seneca, Bedrock, mymaths,
Year
GCSEpod etc
group Work differentiated by set/tier of entry as
appropriate
Create an artist analysis about the artwork of Roy Lichtenstein. Answer the questions
on PowerPoint.
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You will continue the task set last week to create a final large scale hybrid bug.
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You can use whatever medium you like (pencil colours, felt tips, paint, collage etc – or
a mixture of different materials).

Recreate one of your selfies in the style of Roy Lichtenstein. You will work in A3 (two
pages in your book). Use lines and dots to create your portrait. Pay attention to bold
outlines and primary colours that Lichtenstein uses and add them to your work.
THIS IS A 2 WEEK TASK, SO DO NOT RUSH IT!
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Mrs Roberts class:
This week you will draw on empty toilet roll and kitchen roll inner tubes (if this is not
possible empty food cans can be covered in paper) Plan out a story which you will
draw on to your loo rolls or bean tins. (guidance on SMHW sheets). The idea is that
you will create a scene or a story that is revealed as the rolls are turned in order. Plan
your story out on paper ready to copy on to your tins or card tubes.
Ms Mishra’s class:
Create an Artist analysis for Michael Craig Martin and will use the app 'PAPER' to
experiments with digital collage.
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Continue to work on the task set last week, or you can made any final pieces of
AO1,2,3 evidence for your unit one or two work. Remember you must always upload
work on google class to ensure it is counted when marking coursework.

